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I. Introduction

The present state of the space methods and instrumentation
provides great potentialities for the study of the global, regional and local dynamics
of the lithospheric plates [1,2]. The geodynamic processes are one of the essential
precursors of natural phenomena - earthquakes, volcano eruptions, tsunami etc.
resulting in the devastation of vast regions and taking a lot of human victims [3,4].

The achieved milimeter'accurateness in determining the position of the points
frqm the Earth's surface in the horizontal and vertical direction by laser location
of Artificial Earth Satellites (AES), radiointerferometry with very long bases
(RIFVLB), and global positioning systems (GPS) provide great potentialities for
the study of geodynamic processes, and the study of the correlation of these pro-
cesses with natural phenomena. This made it possible in the recent years to de-
velop a number of international space projects aimed at the study of the regional
shift of the lithospheric plates. Some of thr se projects are: "WEGENER-MEDLAS"
of the West Space Agency (WSA) [6] and "IDEAL' (Study of the Dynamics of
Euro-Asian Lithosphere)of the East Space Associasion (ESA) l7,8f.Later, the two
committees concluded a contract for joint measurements, processing and inter-
pretation of the results obtained under these two projects.

II. The IDEAL Space project -concept, theoretical provision, and model studies
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ii) the East-European platform below the northern boundary of the Alpo-
Himalayan orogene, generating deep-focus earthquakes.

Having in hind 7he great distance between the stable parts of the lithos-
pheric plaGs around the mobile belt (about 2000 km), the belt's width (about
iOOO ttii in the region of the Eastern Mediterranean), the availability of signifi-
cant sea and mountain obstacles, as well as the modern means for high-preci-
sion laser location of AES, the IDEAL project was developed based on the laser

observatories, located on the mobile and stablglithospheric plates of the Alpo-
llimalayan orogene belt (Fig.1).

Th-e scientific-fundamental and application objectives and some of the ex-

pected results from the IDEAL programme are formulated and atalyzed in de-

tail in [7-15].
The first model studies, aimed at determining the optimal AES-earth obser-

vatories combination (for all I I observatories available) were carried out based

on a number of restrictive prerequisites, hamely: all observation being of equal
precision; the coordinates of the stations in the stable areas of the plate.s being
icnown and error-free; the mathematical model of AES movement being ad-
equate; the parameters of the Earth's rotation being known and the observa-
tions being carried out in the TU 1 system; the only unknown parameters being
the station's coordinates in the mobile belt and the orbital elements; the obser-
vations are performed each 4 s in case of visibility, at any time, day or night.

For the characterization of the geometric qualities of these networks and
for the internal stability of the respective numerical soluttions, three criteria have
been suggested [14]:

1. The average geometric value:

(1)

of the matrix's characteristic 1,, numbers

(2) N r = llr, ll' i, i =1,2,..., r
of the normal equations.

2. Tod's number
(3) P =X^u*f?"^in
for the Matrices' N, substantiation

(4)

3. Turing's number

M = M(N,)*(*il,
and N;l provision, where the

u(t't,)= r.m.aylaiil
t,j

tur(zu;')= ".-u^ lauli,j

(5)

for the matrices' N,
represented:

(6)

so-called M-normes are
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Fig. 2. Map of the values p.10, for the mean-geometric estimate p of the eigenvalues of the matrixN of

coeffi cientb of the normal equations

Fig, 3. Map of thevalues M.10-? for the Turing's M-condition number of the matrixNof coefficients of

the normal equations
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Fig. 4' Map of the valuesP.l0-6 for the Tod'sP-condition number of the matrixNof coefficients of the
normal equations

The obtained results are represented graphically in the form of maps (Figs 2, 3,
and 4) by isolines interpolated based-o 

-the 
respective calculated values of the' variant solutions, marked by dotted lines. on the maps, the areas E(k) of the

criteria k =p,P,M for the models optimal provision are hatched, nu-ely,
t'r(7) r(p). I i -oo"+lt0o; o -(tz*i4).l03km l,

\)

n@).[t - to" +r2oo;4> t2.to3km),

a(a)e[, - roo.+I1oo;d> 12.l03km).

The joint consideration of these results ultimately identifies the area:

(10) Eb,p,u).lt-100.+110o; a-(tz+14).103krn],

where: i and a are the oruiti slope and big semi-axis, respecti*ly.

(8)

(e)
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From the analysis of the supportive (triangular) network, identifying the
points in the lateral respects, it was established that the measurements per-
formed during the initial stages of its design cannot satisfy the precision needed
for determination of the horizontal shifts. Relia$le results are possible to lie
obtained only recently, by the classical universal instruments r,vhich determine
with great precision the horizontal angles and the distances between the sup-
portive points. In the proposed traverse, points from the available state sup-
portive network are also included [21].

A number of experiments have been mdde for studying the horizontal shifts
by immediate measurements for at least two epochs. One o1them is the Chirpan
region with measurements in l92l-1935 and 1950, and another one - the Strajitsa
region with more than one lneasurement. Naturally, these preliminary studies,
based on information obtained by classic measurements are regarded only as an
approximate estimation of the horizontal shifts of the earth's crust in the re-
spective region.

In studying the geodynamic processes along the traverse, data for the seis-
micity was used, which was obtained by the network of seismologic observato\
ries 122, 23). Of particular .interest for the suggested project are the Plovdiv and
the Gorno Oriahovo seismic regions.

The major considerations underlying the suggestion of BdLKANPROB are:
1. The chosen polygons cross major thrusts on the territory of Bulgaria,

namely: the South-Moesian, Bresnik-Preslav, Stara Planina Over-Balkan, and
Maritsa ones.

2. The implementation of the project needs minimum finance since all iden-
tification works are planned to be carried out by classical technical means or'by
GPS measurements, if possible.

3. The traverses are outlined in such a way so as to use the available stable
references from the state levelling network and the precisely determined trian-
gular points from the supportive network since the measurements made in a
particular,epoch can be adopted as initial "zero" epochs.

It might be expected that the BALKANPROB project, suggested accord-
ing to the frame contract, concluded in 1991 between the Space Research Insti-
tute at the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and the Military Topographic Office
at the Ministry of Defense of the Republic of Bulgaria will be accomplished
successfully since, duringthe analyses performed with the participation of both
institutions, it was decided to perform as well GPS measurements along the
traverse with relative error of the order l0-6-l0r [24].

In the recent years, a number of institutions and private companies in Bul-
garia bought.some of the most modern and high-precision GPS equipment of
the type of "Wild System 200" - 15 pieces, "Trimble" - 6 pieces, etc. These
technical means undoubtly revealed great potentialitieb for the implementation
of diverse scientifrc and application problems in the field of the study of
geodynamic process" This provided grounds for an international team of Bulgar-
ian and German experts to carry out a GPS campaign in 1992 [25] for measure-
ments by the established through the assistance of WTS supportive network of
l5 points, covering uniformly the telritory of Bulgaria. The aim was to develop a
modern supportive network in the country and to reveal prospects for local
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geodynamic measurements under the EIJREF-BUL'92 project [25]. This was
really a very good initiative since it provided the first actual results from GPS
measurernents under a definite project.

The results from the carried out GPS campaigns were suggested and ac-
complished not only by the EUREF-BUL'92 project but also by BULREF'93
and BULREF'95. Based on the information obtained by remote sensing aero-
space methods about lineaments and ring arch-block structures, unknown so
far 1261, a supplementation and further development of the above-mentioned
projects can be proposed, namely the BALKANPROB project where new sup-
portive points are added. We believe that it will provide for a more detailed
study of the velocities of the vertical and horizontal shifts in typical Tectonic
regions with clearly outlined thrusts, namely: the Rhodope and the Serbo-
Macedonian massives, remote from the Stara Planina segment, large regions of
the Moosian platform, the fore-Balkan, the Sredna Gora region, Kraishte and
Strandja. In contrast to the prevailing total uplift of the Balkan peninsula, some
relatively lowered regions can be outlined, comprising parts of the Moesian plat-
form, the Sredna Gora region and the'Eastern Rhodopes.

If the results from this GPS network prove to be reliable, the network will
be enlarged to encompass other regions of the Balkan peninsula, accounting for
their Tectonic and geodynamic features.

In conclusion, we shall formulate the fundamental scientific problems that
we expect to be solved by the accomplishment of the BALKANPROB project:

- identification of the modern mutual shifts of the local and microlocal
blocks along the traverse and on the whole territory of Bulgaria and the Balkans,
namely: between the heterogeneous geostructural elements on the Balkans -the Dynarides and the Balkanides, the Serbo-Macedonian massif, and the
Rhodope massif, delimited from each other by thrust faults;

- study'of the neo-Tectonic structures and geodynamic processes on the
territory of the Balkans which comprise large areas from the Alpo-Himalayan
orogene and the territory of Bulgaria along the traverse crossing successively the
Tectonic zones of the Moesian platform, the fore-Balkan, the Sredna Gora re-
gion and the Rhodope massif.

- control of the internal stability of the regional and local lithospheric
blocks in Bulgaria;

- determination of the peripheral deformations on the territory of Bul-
garia, the Serbo-Macedonian and the Rhodope massives, the fore-Balkan, the
Sredna Gora region, Kraishte and Strandja;

- contribution to the study of the dynamic processes in the Alpo-Hima-
layan orogene.

The scientific-application objectives comprise the following problems:

- evaluation of the seismic risk and forecasting of the deep-focus earth-
quakes, using seismicity's subduction and slip-collision models by empiric ki-
nematic verification;

- determination of the relative shifts of large blocks of the earth's crust in
big rift or thrust zones of the orogehe belt, of interest to the forecast of low-
focus earthquakes, as well as to the design, construction and operation of im-
portant engineering equipment.
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EAIKAHIIPOE - KocMI4rrecKI'I ilpoeKr 3a

I,I3 CJI E,UBAH E HA ALT HAMVTKAT A HA

Jrr.ITo csep ar a Ha Brnraprax u Banranprre

Hurcona leoPeuea, faPo MaPduPocau,

Xepuauu Cnupudouoe

(Pesrove)

CrnpervrenHoro HtIBo Ha KocMr{rIecKIITe Mero,url I{

TexHI4qecKuTe cpeAcTBa LaF.a IoJIeMI{ Bb3MOXHOCTI'I IIpIa II3CneABaHeTo Ha

rro6anHaTa, pe1;ofian:nata LI JIoKzUIHaTa AIzr:rraMkTKa Ha JIIIToctbepHI'ITe rIIoqlI'
feoAr,rnaUzqHllTe IIpOqec[ Ca eAHI{ OT cbIIIeCTBeHI{Te IIpe'4BecTHIIqII Ha

npr4poAHI,I QenoueUu KaTO 3eMeTpecel{Iltfl, tr3pllrBAl{vs. Ha BynKaH}I I'I Ap.

EIa 6azata Ha arralItr3a Ha pe3yilTaTnTe vI oluTa oT peAI'Iqa peII{oHanHI'I II

JroKaJrHtr feoAI{HaMI{qHII IIpoeKTV - fi IIpgAI,I BcuqKo Ha [poeKTa I'I'{EAJI, r
cTaTrIlTa ce M9TIIBI{paT IIenI,ITe, @yn4arurenTaJIHIITe u Hayrluo-[p[noxHllTe
3AAAqkr, OqaKBaHUTe pe3yJrTaTrr, KaKTO Ir nepcrIeKTLrBtrTe Ha rlpeAnoxeHlilt [poeKT

EAJIKAHIIPOE sa repIITopI{tTZ Ha Brnrapu.r v BarrKar^vre c IIoMoIqTa Ha

GPS-u:uepBareLrfl.
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